
   WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
ELEPHANTS USED IN ENTERTAINMENT
         Throughout Asia thousands of elephants live in captivity, with many 
         being kept to entertain paying visitors.  They are often used as photo 
         props or to give rides, plus some elephants are dressed up and forced 
         to perform  unnatural, painful and demeaning tricks.

Remember, every captive elephant you see – except those living and born in protected sanctuaries
 – has endured unimaginable cruelty and abuse. 

                      Elephant training methods and the approaches used
                      to keep the animals in constant compliance are 
                      entirely based on fear and pain. Calves are “broken” 
by separation from their mothers; isolated, they are 
physically restrained with ropes and hooks to induce 
submission and fear. Adults continue to be managed with the 
infamous bullhook (ankus), and with psychological and infamous bullhook (ankus), and with psychological and 
physical violence.

                     Wild animals have not evolved to endure close 
                     proximity to humans. Given the choice, wild animals 
                     avoid humans. Constant, forced proximity to humans 
without the ability to retreat is extremely stressful for 
elephants.

                     Elephants used for entertainment usually live in                      Elephants used for entertainment usually live in 
                     isolation. In the wild elephants are highly social 
                     animals that normally live in close, stable groups 
of an extended family of females. Elephants used for 
entertainment, however, usually live in isolation, or under 
unnatural social conditions. Isolation and social stress are 
considered to be severely damaging to them.

                    Captive elephants are deprived almost entirely of                     Captive elephants are deprived almost entirely of 
                    displaying their natural behaviors, as they are 
                    constantly either confined, tethered, or under the 
control of the ankus. They are deprived of choice in what they 
do, their social interactions, foraging, foods, resting times and 
places – in short, everything with which a free animal occupies 
themselves all day is denied and replaced by unnatural 
mandated activities.mandated activities.

                    Signs of elephant suffering may not be obvious to 
                    most people as they may not show overt signs of 
                    distress. Although they may appear to obediently 
perform tasks, this is only because they have previously 
learnt that they will be punished if they do not. Chronic 
stress is internalised which brings about physiological and 
psychological changes that make the animal ill over time. psychological changes that make the animal ill over time. 

                    Foot and leg disease is very common in captive 
                    elephants because of the unnatural living conditions 
                    that they are kept in.  They are made to stand and walk 
on unnatural materials, undertake repetitive work routines, 
have insufficient or abnormal exercise, and often have poor 
veterinary care. The most common cause of death in captive 
elephants, particularly in zoos, is foot disease.elephants, particularly in zoos, is foot disease.

                    Tourist elephants are often severely overworked, as 
                    they are forced to work in environmentally taxing 
                    conditions such as direct sun in the heat of the day, 
or in busy traffic with polluted air. They will often also lack 
access to water, food and rest.

                    Elephants exploited for entertainment fuel the trade 
                    in wild elephants. The use of elephants in tourism, or                     in wild elephants. The use of elephants in tourism, or 
                    for any entertainment, drives a demand for calves to 
be captured from the wild. This results in severe welfare issues 
for the individual animals involved, and compromises elephant 
conservation efforts.

                    Efforts to build compassion and respect in human 
                    societies are eroded when we teach children to abuse 
                    animals for entertainment, and to view animals as                     animals for entertainment, and to view animals as 
consumer items for our amusement. 

 

What you can do
Please don't pay for elephant misery...
- NEVER go on elephant rides, or visit attractions with elephant shows or performances 

- NEVER use tour operators that book elephant rides or tours to elephant camps 

- don’t stay in resorts or hotels that have captive elephants- don’t stay in resorts or hotels that have captive elephants 

- ALWAYS voice your concerns to tour operators, local governments and embassies

- SPREAD the word!

For more information and how to help go to: www.changeforanimals.org


